Peru
Gaming
Show
2022:
NOVOMATIC
with
product
premieres in LATAM
*Peru Gaming Show in Lima is approaching fast, providing a
much-coveted occasion for the entire Latin American gaming
industry to find out what’s new and hot in the market.
NOVOMATIC will participate with a broad selection of premium
gaming technology and solutions – as well as with the entire
LATAM team live at the show.*
Gumpoldskirchen – On June 15
and 16, the Latin American
gaming industry will gather at
the Peru Gaming Show (PGS) in
Lima’s Jockey Exposition Centre. NOVOMATIC will welcome all
show visitors, entrance left at booth no. 71, with hot best
sellers, top-performing must- haves and an X-citing Latin
American premiere.
The brand new DIAMOND XTM 2.32 will be shown publicly for the
first time outside Europe. Launched in March 2022, this
exciting new cabinet introduces fresh style and crisp game
presentation for every casino floor. The DIAMOND XTM 2.32 is an
exceptionally elegant dual-screen machine characterized by its
black metro finish and exquisite LED silhouette – ready for
all demands of the modern gaming floor with premium
components, easy integration of player tracking systems and
full compatibility with standard protocols.
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Latin American operators and their guests will quickly
recognize the new cabinet’s intriguing visual highlights such
as the new grill on the front door panel as well as the
indirect silhouette lighting concept, featuring LEDs for the
intelligent game-synched colour effects. Main monitor features
are two large 32” full HD game screens with PCAP touch on the
bottom screen plus a sophisticated, integrated topper that
blends in perfectly with the machine to cater for enhanced
Progressives support and high visibility on the gaming floor.
The standard player interface is a straightforward button
deck, whereas the discerning operator can optionally specify a
15.6” TouchDeckTM player interface that is complemented by two
extra-large physical buttons for familiar reel spin haptics.
On the show floor in Lima, the DIAMOND XTM 2.32 will showcase
the new Progressive multi-game NOVO LINE CASH CONNECTION TM
Edition 3, featuring 13 titles encompassing powerful pharaohs
and emperors, mighty magi and brave conquerors as well as rich
fruit games. Every game in this sophisticated selection of
player favourites comes with a LOCK ‚N‘ WIN jackpot feature
that thrills players with instant prizes, Bonus awards and
more and more chances for the big jackpot wins.
Another highlight for the region is the IMPERA LINK TM in the
renowned FUNMASTER 2.27 cabinet. This highly popular Linked
Jackpot multi-game comes with no less than 30 linked games,

including six new titles as well as many popular favourites.
The PANTHERATM cabinet series will not fail to show in Lima:
PANTHERA TM Curve 1.43 with the LUCKY TWIST TM Link as well as
NOVO LINETM Interactive Concurve Edition 5 and PANTHERATM 2.27
with NOVO LINETM Interactive Editions X1 and X2 as well as the
US highlight MONEY PARTY TM Link. The NOVOMATIC offer for the
more cost-conscious segment will present budget-friendly
options such as the GAMINATOR® Scorpion 2.24 featuring the
Impera-Line HDTM Edition 6 or the NOVOSTAR® SL 2.27 with The
Legend Gaminator® Edition 2T. Systems specialists will also
demonstrate the powerful functionalities of the myACP Casino
Management System live at the show and explain the multiple
benefits of this modular solution.
Katty Lopez, NOVOMATIC Sales Director in Peru, said: “The
gaming market in our country was entirely closed for more than
one year due to COVID-19. After a slow return to the new
normality, this show is now a very important event. The entire
NOVOMATIC LATAM team will be in Lima, not only for the show
but also for our internal product meeting. But knowing that we
will receive visitors from across Peru as well as from other
Latin American countries, we will have all sales contacts on
site and we will have an exciting array of hot products to
show.”
Max Bauer, NOVOMATIC Vice President Latin America & Caribbean,
adds: “PGS is important not only for us but also for the
entire industry. Once again, this show will be a good stage to
show our premium products, thus consolidating our commitment
to drive our industry forward developing products that are up
to the precise needs of our customers.”

